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The desire to exert active optical control over matter is a unifying theme across              
multiple scientific disciplines, as exemplified by all-optical magnetic switching 1,2 ,         
light-induced metastable or exotic phases of solids 3–9 and the coherent control of            
chemical reactions 10,11 . Typically, these approaches dynamically steer a system         
towards states or reaction products far from equilibrium. In solids,          
metal-insulator transitions are an important target for optical manipulation,         
offering dramatic and ultrafast changes of the electronic 4,5 and lattice 12–18          
properties. In this context, essential questions concern the role of coherence in the             
efficiencies and thresholds of such transitions. Here, we demonstrate coherent          
vibrational control over a metal-insulator structural phase transition in a          
quasi-one-dimensional solid-state surface system. An optical double-pulse       
excitation scheme 19–22 is used to drive the system from the insulating to a             
metastable metallic state, and the corresponding structural changes are monitored          
by ultrafast low-energy electron diffraction 23–25 . We observe strong oscillations in          
the switching efficiency as a function of the double-pulse delay, revealing the            
importance of vibrational coherence in two key structural modes governing the           
transition on a femtosecond timescale. This mode-selective coherent control of          
solids and surfaces could open new routes to switching chemical and physical            
functionalities, facilitated by metastable and non-equilibrium states. 
Femtochemistry entails the search for understanding and control of ultrafast reaction           
pathways 10,22 . To this end, coherences in the electronic and vibrational states of reactants are              
employed to guide the system across a complex, generally multidimensional energy           
landscape 10,26 . Established for small molecules, a possible transfer of this concept to extended             
systems and solids is complicated, e.g. due to a high electronic and vibrational density of states,                
and couplings to an external heat bath 27 . Low-dimensional and strongly correlated systems            
represent a promising intermediate between molecules and solids, with phase transitions           
assuming the role of a “reaction”. A number of these transitions can be driven optically - either                 
by means of transient heating 24,28 , electronic excitation 15–18,29,30 or direct resonant coupling to            
certain vibrational degrees of freedom 4–7,31 . The prototypical case of a phase transition governed             
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by structural modes is given by the Peierls instability 32,33 , in which a metal-to-insulator             
transition (MIT) is linked to phonon softening and the appearance of a static periodic lattice               
distortion (PLD). Coherent oscillations of the PLD, so-called amplitude modes or amplitudons,            
are frequently observed in the optical pumping of such transitions, especially close to their              
threshold 34–39 . In analogy to the vibrational spectroscopy of reacting molecules 40 , amplitudons           
can be used to track ultrafast changes in the lattice symmetry across a phase transition 35,38,39 .               
However, it remains to be shown that a sequential excitation of coherent amplitude modes can               
be harnessed to drive a system non-thermally across a phase transition barrier, as proposed by               
Nelson, Weiner,  et al. almost 30 years ago 20,41 . 
Here, we report coherent control over the phase transition in a quasi-one-dimensional            
Peierls insulator by manipulating the amplitudes of decisive phonon modes. We employ a             
double-pulse excitation scheme and monitor the structural transformation by ultrafast          
low-energy electron diffraction (ULEED; Fig. 1a, see Methods) 10–12 . Observing the resulting          
structure as a function of the double-pulse separation demonstrates the importance and distinct             
roles of two phonon modes on the femtosecond timescale. 
As a model system, we study atomic indium wires on the Si(111) surface 42,43 , a prominent               
Peierls system attracting significant interest for its ultrafast dynamics 15–18 . Arranged in a “zigzag”             
pattern, the indium atoms induce a metallic (4×1) superstructure, which, at T c  = 125 K, exhibits a              
first-order transition to an insulating state with quadrupled (8×2) unit cell size and a              
“hexagon”-shaped indium pattern 44 . The associated change in atomic structure causes additional           
spots in backscattering diffraction (cf. LEED patterns in Fig. 1b). Below T c , a single optical pump               
pulse is able to electronically excite the system to a metastable (4×1) state 15–18 . Recently,              
time-resolved diffraction and photoemission spectroscopy revealed the ultrafast nature of this           
transition (occuring on a 350 fs timescale) and identified excited electrons and localized            
photoholes as its driving force 16–18 . 
Tracking the (4×1)/(8×2) diffraction spot intensities in ULEED, we observe a rapid            
increase/decrease directly after optical excitation and subsequent relaxation to a level persisting            
over nanoseconds (Fig. 1c, left), evidencing the metastability of the structure 15,44 . Interestingly,          
this long-lived contribution displays a rather gradual threshold in pump fluence. This implies             
that for intermediate excitation densities, a variable part of the surface is switched to the               
metastable state (Fig. 1c, right), despite a homogeneous excitation of the probed area (see            
Methods). An interpretation based on the coexistence of both phases is also corroborated by              
scanning tunneling microscopy 45  and Raman spectroscopy 46  well below T c .  
It may be anticipated that near the threshold, the structural transition is particularly             
susceptible to weak perturbations, affecting the efficiency of driving the system to the             
metastable state. Motivated by control schemes in femtochemistry 19–22 , we explore the use of             
pulse sequences to manipulate the switching efficiency. Specifically, we employ a pair of optical              
pump pulses with variable delay ∆t p-p , and probe the resulting structure by ULEED at a later                
time of ∆t p-el  = 75 ps, well after the excitation (Fig. 2a). We find that the signature of the               
metastable state, i.e., a mirror-like suppression/increase of the (8×2)/(4×1) phase, is a strong             
function of the pump-pump delay ∆t p-p . In particular, we identify a maximum transition yield for               
very small inter-pulse delays (Fig. 2b). Moreover, pronounced oscillations with a period of 1-2 ps             
are observed on either delay side. While we attribute the peaked signal around ∆t p-p  = 0 to               
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additive electronic excitation and its decay on a few-picosecond timescale 47 , the oscillations            
evidence a coherent response of the transition to the excitation. The frequency range of              
0.5-1 THz points to a vibrational origin 46 , which we further investigate below. 
To examine the leverage of this double-pulse excitation, we measure the delay-dependent            
switching efficiency for a range of pump fluences (Fig. 2c). Whereas only a minor             
delay-dependence is found well below and above threshold, the measurements exhibit a strong             
modulation at intermediate fluences between 0.5 and 1.0 mJ cm -2 . We discuss these           
observations in light of the established potential energy model of the transition 15,16,48 . The             
(8×2)→(4×1) transformation is typically described in terms of a tristable energy surface, with an              
initial minimum at the (8×2) configuration and electronic excitation continuously tilting the            
balance towards the (4×1) phase (Fig. 2d) 15,43,47 . The presence of signal oscillations only at             
intermediate fluences suggests that vibrational motion contributes to overcoming a sufficiently           
lowered but not completely vanishing barrier, as illustrated in Fig. 2e. In this scenario, the first               
pump pulse leaves the system oscillating around an elevated (8×2) minimum, triggered by a              
displacive excitation of coherent phonons (DECP) 29 . For the reduced barrier, the timing of the              
second pump with respect to the oscillation of the phonon wavepacket plays a critical role:               
In-phase excitation results in a further increase of the vibrational energy and a barrier-crossing              
to the (4×1) state (① in Fig. 2e). Anti-phase excitation, on the other hand, vibrationally              
de-excites the system, which then has insufficient kinetic energy and remains in the (8×2) state               
(② in Fig. 2e). This illustration indicates a sharp threshold and a binary reaction outcome. The               
fraction of the sample surface switched to the metastable state is, however, a continuous              
function of the control variable ∆t p-p , due to variations in barrier height and local environment               
which also cause the smooth threshold in Fig. 1c. 
In order to gain deeper insight into this control mechanism and to identify the structural               
modes governing the phase transition, we analyze the oscillatory response in greater detail.             
Figure 3b presents a trace of the (8×2) suppression at medium fluence, and its Fourier              
transform clearly shows two peaks at 0.57 THz and 0.83 THz (see inset). Importantly, these             
frequencies correspond to those of a shear mode ( f s  = 0.54 THz) and a rotation mode ( f r  =               
0.81 THz) of the (8×2) structure (Fig. 3g), which were previously linked to the structural             
transition 48,49 . Specifically, a linear combination of the eigenvectors of the two modes connects             
both phases 50 . A short-time Fourier transform (Fig. 3c) further reveals delay-dependent          
frequency shifts of both modes, in particular a softening of the shear mode and a hardening of                 
the rotation mode towards time-zero. Moreover, in two-pulse experiments with unequal pulse            
energies (Fig. 3d-f), coherences are more pronounced if the weaker pump pulse arrives first. The              
absence of signal oscillations for a strong first pulse likely originates from that pulse already               
switching a large fraction of the sample surface. 
The distinct roles of the shear and rotation modes for the phase transition efficiency are               
evident from Fourier-filtered traces of the modulated switching efficiency (Fig. 3h). We first            
remove the quasi-DC component (solid black curve), which decays on a 3-ps time scale and               
corresponds to electronic relaxation 47 . The remaining oscillatory components are plotted          
individually (gold, pink) and as a sum (violet). With a maximum positive contribution at              
∆t p-p  = 0, the shear-mode behaves as expected, i.e., in-phase excitation promotes the transition.            
Surprisingly, however, the rotation mode has an opposite effect, reducing the phase transition             
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efficiency at zero pump-pump delay. The sum of both bands thus shows a small dip in switching                 
efficiency at ∆t p-p  = 0, which is also evident from the raw data (Fig. 2b) and was consistently               
observed in multiple measurements. 
These counterintuitive observations call for a description in terms of a two-dimensional            
potential energy surface (PES) spanned by the rotation and shear mode displacements. Most             
importantly, the relevance of the rotation mode for the transition 16,49 needs to be reconciled with               
its apparent negative role for the switching efficiency. In a reasonable assumption for a model               
PES, optical pump pulses induce a displacive excitation of both modes along the line connecting               
the (8×2) and (4×1) states. Our experimental findings now suggest a scenario with a transition               
state offset from this line (Fig. 4a), specifically involving a large displacement of the shear and a                 
much smaller displacement of the rotation mode. In this way, the transition state can be reached                
more efficiently for a de-excitation of the rotation mode. Figure 4b illustrates trajectories in such              
a simplified model PES, exhibiting a saddle-point transition state along the shear axis (see              
Methods for details). Top, middle and bottom planes show the potential and trajectories before,              
in-between and after both pump pulses, respectively. Three exemplary trajectories at varying            
pump-pump delay are drawn. For pump-pump overlap, the transition involves large rotational            
displacements (dark red). A small delay of the second pump partially de-excites the faster              
rotation mode, whereas the excitation of the slower shear mode remains additive (light red). In               
conjunction, enhanced shear-mode and suppressed rotation-mode excitation most efficiently         
overcomes the rotational bottleneck at the transition state. Finally, increasing the pump-pump            
delay to half a shear mode period (violet) hinders the transition entirely, leaving the system in a                 
rotationally excited state. 
We note that the experimentally observed softening of the shear mode near pump-pump             
overlap is also consistent with its role as the primary reaction coordinate at the saddle point. The                 
hardening of the rotation mode, on the other hand, may indicate a respective narrowing of the                
potential energy surface near the transition state. However, further experimental and theoretical            
studies, involving density functional theory and molecular dynamics simulations, may elucidate           
the PES and the influence of nonlinear mode-couplings in detail. Finally, the microscopic             
excitation mechanism underlying the phonon coherences deserves further consideration,         
including its link to the femtosecond electron transfer and hole-induced driving forces recently             
described 17 . 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the coherent control of a surface structural phase             
transition by all-optical manipulation of key phonon modes. Our results show that the outcome              
of the phase transition, much like many chemical reactions, depends on the coherent vibrational              
amplitude, highlighting the ballistic motion of the order parameter in overcoming the barrier. In              
molecular chemistry, it has long been known that vibrational excitation may drastically affect             
reaction rates, a fundamental principle captured by the Polanyi rules 26 . Our work extends this              
principle to surfaces and solids and introduces the vibrational phase as a decisive parameter to               
target the transition state. Moreover, we believe that exploiting vibrational coherences in            
low-dimensional and strongly correlated materials, as well as molecular adsorbates, holds           
promise for structural and electronic control in surface physics and chemistry, providing a             
handle to steer physical functionality and chemical reactivity. 
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Figure 1 | Ultrafast LEED setup and structural phase transition in atomic indium 
wires on silicon.  
a, Experimental scheme. Ultrashort electron pulses from a miniaturized laser-driven electron           
gun are utilized in a LEED experiment to monitor the microscopic structure of atomic indium               
wires on the Si(111) surface after optical excitation with single or double pulses. b, Cutouts and                
line profiles from LEED patterns of the metallic (4×1) and insulating (8×2) phases (white frame               
in a). The emergence of additional spots in the (8×2) phase indicates the pronounced structural               
changes during the phase transition. c , (Left) Time-resolved integrated intensities of (4×1) and             
(8×2) diffraction spots as a function of the pump-probe delay ∆t p-el . (Right) Fluence-dependent             
spot intensities recorded at ∆t p-el  = 75 ps. The (4×1) and (8×2) intensities have been normalized              
to corresponding values at I(∆t p-el  < 0).  
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Figure 2 | Coherent control of the (8×2)➡(4×1) phase transition. 
a , Sketch of the pulse sequence in pump-pump-probe experiments. b , Increase/suppression of            
the integrated (4×1)/(8×2) diffraction spot intensity as a function of the pump-pump delay ∆t p-p ,              
revealing oscillations of the phase transition efficiency (incident fluences of the 1030 nm and             
800 nm pulses: F 1030  = 0.26 mJ cm -2 ; F 800  = 0.17 mJ cm -2 ). c , Delay-dependent suppression of the         
(8×2) diffraction spots for different combined fluences up to 1.51 mJ cm -2 . Pronounced           
oscillations are only observed between 0.5 and 1.0 mJ cm -2 . d , Phase transition model based on              
reshaping of the tristable energy surface by a single pump pulse. For simplicity, the second,               
energetically degenerate (8×2) minimum is not depicted. Note that the potential deformation is             
a continuous function of the excitation density. e , Illustration of the importance of vibrational              
coherence for the transition within the intermediate fluence regime in double-pulse experiments            
(see text).  
9 
 Figure 3 | Fourier analysis of the phase transition efficiency in double-pump 
experiments. 
a , d , Sketches of pump-pump-probe experiments with equal (a) and unequal (d) pulses. b , e ,               
Suppression of the (8×2) diffraction spots as a function of the pump-pump delay Δt p-p for equal                
(b) and unequal (e) pulses. Insets: Fourier transforms of the oscillations in (b) and (e) with                
reference frequencies of (8×2) shear (0.54 THz, orange line) and rotation (0.81 THz, pink line)             
modes (a.u.: arbitrary units). c , f , Short-time Fourier transforms of the data in (b) and (e) . For                 
comparison, dashed lines indicate the reference frequencies of shear and rotation modes. g ,             
Eigenvectors of the (8×2) shear and rotation modes governing the structural transition into the              
(4×1) phase. h , Frequency-specific contributions to the transition efficiency as a function of Δt p-p              
obtained by Fourier filtering the signal plotted in (b): Shear mode (gold), rotation mode (pink),               
shear and rotation mode (violet), quasi-DC background (black). Amplitudes have been           
normalized to the shear mode contribution at Δt p-p  = 0. 
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 Figure 4 | Two-dimensional picture of the phase transition dynamics. 
a , Proposed two-dimensional model of the potential energy surface (PES) for the (8×2)➡(4×1)             
transition. In the vicinity of the (8×2) state, the eigenfrequencies of the PES correspond to shear                
and rotation mode frequencies. Displacive excitation occurs along the connecting line between            
(8×2) and (4×1) states, i.e. at an angle to the transition state located along the shear axis. b ,                  
Sketch of exemplary system trajectories close to the (8×2) state before (top), in between              
(middle) and after (bottom) two subsequent displacive excitations of the PES. The pump-pump             
delay Δt p-p controls the contributions of shear and rotational motion to the trajectories and thus               
the transition efficiency (side panel). 
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Supplementary Information 
 
METHODS 
 
Ultrafast LEED and experimental setup. We recently developed ultrafast low-energy          
electron diffraction (ULEED) in an optical-pump/electron probe scheme for the time-resolved           
investigation of structural dynamics at solid state surfaces 1–3 . LEED is a surface-sensitive            
technique, in which the diffraction pattern of electrons backscattered from a sample is analysed              
to obtain information about the surface structure 4 . 
In order to achieve high temporal and momentum resolution, we use a laser-driven electron              
gun consisting of a nanometric tungsten tip as well as four metal electrodes (2 mm outer               
diameter, aperture diameter 400 µm), which act as a suppressor-extractor unit and an            
electrostatic einzel lens 2 . Electron pulses are generated via localized two-photon photoemission           
by illuminating the tip apex with femtosecond laser pulses (central wavelength 400 nm, pulse             
duration 45 fs, 20 nJ pulse energy) at repetition rates up to 100 kHz. The needle cathode              
provides a reduced electron beam emittance allowing for a momentum-resolution in diffraction            
of 0.03 Å -1 . Moreover, we lower the dispersion-induced electron pulse broadening effect by            
decreasing the propagation length between the electron source and the sample. In this respect,              
the reduced dimensions of the electron gun allow for operational distances of a few millimeters               
at a reasonably small fraction of shadowed electron diffraction signal, resulting in electron pulse              
durations down to 16 ps at the sample 2 . The backscattered electrons from the surface are              
amplified and recorded by a combination of a chevron micro-channel plate (MCP), a phosphor              
screen and a cooled sCMOS camera resulting in typical integration times of t int  = 20 s per frame                
in time-resolved measurements. 
In the pump-probe experiments (Fig. 1c), the surface structure is excited by ultrashort light              
pulses (λ c  = 1030 nm, E p  = 1.2 eV, ∆τ = 212 fs) and probed by electron pulses (E kin  = 80 eV) at a            
variable time delay ∆t p-el . To ensure a homogeneous excitation of the area probed by the               
electrons, we expand the optical pump beam to (297±13)×(223±14) µm² in the sample plane,             
which is significantly larger than the focal spot size of the electron gun (< 80×80 µm²). 
For the coherent control of the structural phase transition between the (4×1) and the (8×2)               
phase (Fig. 2b,c; Fig. 3b,e), we use two pump pulses with distinct central wavelengths (P 1 :             
λ c  = 1030 nm, E p  = 1.2 eV, ∆τ = 212 fs; P 2 : λ c  = 800 nm, E p  = 1.55 eV, ∆τ = 232 fs) from a Yb:YAG          
amplifier system and an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) to avoid interference effects around             
time-zero (coherent artifacts). The P 1 and P 2 beams are aligned collinearly and subsequently             
focused onto the sample by a single lens (Fig. S1a). For finding the temporal overlap of the pump                 
pulses, we perform cross-correlation measurements using a fast nonlinear photodiode (GaP)           
(Fig. S1b). A sketch of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. S1a. 
 
Sample preparation. All experiments were carried out under ultra-high vacuum conditions           
(base pressure p < 2×10 -10  mbar) in order to minimize surface defects from adsorption, which            
were found to have a significant influence on the formation of the low-temperature (8×2) phase               
as well and the lifetime of the metastable state 5,6 . The samples were prepared by flash-annealing               
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Si(111) wafers (phosphorous doped, resistivity R = 0.6-2 Ω cm) at T max  = 1250 °C via direct          
current heating (maximum pressure during flashing was kept below p max  = 2×10 -9  mbar).          
Evaporation of 1.2 monolayers of indium onto the resulting Si(111)(7×7) surface reconstruction            
at room temperature followed by subsequent annealing at T = 500 °C for 300 s resulted in a              
high-quality (4×1) phase, as verified in our ultrafast LEED setup. After inspection of the (4×1)               
phase, the samples were immediately cooled down to a base temperature of T = 60 K using an                
integrated continuous flow helium cryostat. The phase transition between the high-temperature           
(4×1) and the low-temperature (8×2) phase was observed at 125 K. LEED images of the (7×7),               
the (4×1) and the (8×2) structure are shown in Fig. S2. 
  
Data analysis. The LEED pattern of the (8×2) phase from Fig. 1a and the cutouts shown in                
Fig. 1b were recorded at a base temperature of T = 60 K (cutout of the (4×1) phase: T = 300 K)               
with an integration time of t int  = 60 s. The diffraction images are plotted on a logarithmic color               
scale to enhance the visibility of the twofold streaks, which are typically one order of magnitude                
weaker than the (8×2) spots. The location of the cutout regions within the complete diffraction               
image is indicated by the white rectangle in Fig. 1a.  
For the analysis of both the pump-probe and the pump-pump-probe experiments, we sum             
up the background-corrected raw data peak intensities within circular areas of interest (radius r )              
around the selected (4×1) and (8×2) spots. To this end, the background is determined within a                
ring (width d r ) around the edge of each area of interest. We use radii of r = 0.10 Å -1 (40 pixels)                 
for the fluence-dependent data presented in Fig .2b, r = 0.08 Å -1 (30 pixels) for the data            
presented in Figs. 3b,e and a ring width of d r = 0.008 Å -1  (3 pixels) for all datasets.  
To determine the relative changes in the (4×1) and (8×2) spot intensities caused by a single                
optical pulse (see Fig. 1c), the integrated peak intensities at the point of maximum             
suppression/enhancement (∆t p-el  = 75 ps) are normalized to the value before time-zero. 
The fluence-dependent suppression s (∆t p-el , ∆t p-p , F 1030 , F 800 ) of the (4×1) and (8×2) signals in              
the pump-pump-probe experiments (see Fig. 2b,d) is shown relative to the intensity           
I (∆t p-el  = 75 ps, F 1030  = 0, F 800  = 0) without optical excitation. The curves shown in Figs. 3b,e are            
normalized to the intensities for a single pump pulse I (∆t p-el  = 75 ps, F 1030  > 0, F 800  = 0) near             
maximum suppression. 
 
Fourier analysis. In order to study the delay-dependent frequency change of both the shear              
and the rotation mode, we perform a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of the datasets              
depicted in Figs. 3b and 3e with a super-gaussian window function 
   (1)xp( ) )F f ilt,t = e − ( 2σt2
t t( − shif t)
2
3  
in the time-domain, yielding the data shown in Figs. 3c and 3e (σ t  = 3.6 ps). To extract the               
contributions of the individual modes to the signal from Fig. 3b, a super-gaussian frequency             
window  
   (2)xp( ) )F f ilt,f = e − ( 2σf2
(f f )− c
2 3  
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is used to isolate the relevant frequency range. The data shown in Fig. 3h is obtained by an                 
inverse FT of the filtered Fourier transform (shear mode: f c  = 0.5, σ f  = 0.10; rotation mode:             
f c  = 0.9, σ f  = 0.07; DC: f c  = 0.0, σ f  = 0.14). 
 
Two-dimensional model potential. To discuss the roles of the shear and rotation modes for              
the phase transition efficiency (see Fig. 4), we compute exemplary trajectories in a simplified             
PES near the local (8×2) minimum (x = 0, y = 0) and the transition state. The underlying              
two-dimensional potential plotted in Fig. 4b (top) is given by  
 
  (3)(x, ) (ω x y ) a x ,Φ0 y = 2
1
s
2 2 + ωr2 2 − 2
1
3
3  
with ω s  /ω p = 0.54/0.81 = 2/3. The two sequential displacive excitations of the PES are modeled                
via the time-dependent quadratic potential  
 
   (4)(x, , τ ) (p (x ) p (y ) ) θ(0) θ(Δt ))  Φpump y Δ =  x − xp
2 +  y − yp
2 · ( + 2 p p−  
 
centered around (x p, y p ). Here, ∆t p-p is the pump-pump delay and the Heaviside function. To           θ      
compute the trajectory T(∆t p-p ) of the system, we solve the classical equations of motion inside               
the potential using the ode45 solver (Dormand-Prince  (x, , τ ) (x, ) (x, , t )Φ y Δ = Φ0 y + Φpump y Δ p p−       
method) and the parameter set [ω s  = 1, ω r  = 1.5, a 3  = 0.2, x p  = r p ⋅sin(φ disp ), y p  = r p ⋅cos(φ disp ),          
r p  = 10, φ disp  = 60°]. We note that the goal of this model is not to predict quantitative transition                
rates, but rather to illustrate a scheme which accounts for the phase difference observed              
experimentally. Specifically, the physical PES will be non-separable in the vicinity of the saddle              
point, translating spatial and velocity deviations into changes of the transition rate. Moreover,             
for reasons of simplicity, only one of the four degenerate (8×2) ground states described by               
Cheon et al. 7  is considered in the simplified model potential illustrated in Fig. 4.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 
 
 
 
Figure S1 | Experimental setup. 
a , Ultrashort laser pulses (P 1 : λ c  = 1030 nm, Δτ = 200 fs) from an Yb:YAG amplifier (left) pump a               
non-collinear OPA (output: λ c  = 400 nm, Δτ = 40 fs) and an OPA (output: P 2 , λ c  = 800 nm, Δτ              
= 232 fs). The 1030 nm and 800 nm beams are independently attenuated and collinearly focused            
onto the sample by a single lens (400 mm focal length). The relative on-axis position of the two                 
foci is controlled by adjusting the divergence of the 1030 nm beam. The UV pulses are focused                
onto the tungsten needle emitter inside the electron gun (e - -gun) to generate ultrashort electron              
pulses. The relative timing between the electron probe and each of the two optical pump pulses                
is controlled independently by two separate optical delay stages. The pump-induced changes in             
the LEED pattern are recorded using a micro-channel plate assembly. b , Cross-correlation of the              
two pump pulses recorded with a nonlinear photodiode to determine the temporal resolution of              
the pump-pump-probe experiment. 
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Figure S2 | Diffraction images. 
Diffraction images and lineouts of the clean (7×7)-reconstructed Si(111) surface (a), the (4×1) (b)              
and (8×2) phase (c) recorded in our ultrafast LEED setup (E kin  = 130 eV). Coloured areas             
correspond to the unit cells in reciprocal space, arrows indicate the location of the lineouts               
shown below. In the transformation from the (4×1) to the (8×2) phase, the unit cell is doubled in                  
both dimensions. The two-fold streaks in the diffraction pattern of the (8×2) phase originate              
from a weak coupling between the atomic chains. The diffraction patterns of the             
indium-reconstructed phases feature contributions from three domains rotated by 120 degrees           
with respect to each other, since the hexagonal structure of the underlying substrate allows for               
three different orientations of the atomic indium chains.  
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